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assembly instruction
pulley guard

!
The pulley guard is exclusively suitable for deflection sheaves in
closed elevator machine rooms, which areonly allowed to enter by
authorized persons.

The mounting is permitted to be effected only by qualified persons.*
By mounting all accordant safety advice and the necessary safety
measures for the elevator mounting have to be considered.

The mounting is permitted to be effected only at switched

All details in the assembly instruction incl. the maintenance- and
safety advice on page 7 have to be kept implicitly.

Assembly advice

!

!

!

Keep this instruction for later use!

*Qualified persons have expertises, which they have acquired by professional training, work experience
and contemporary occupation. (TRBS 1203)
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english

Article No. 78626 / 78585 pulley guard

parts list
First check the parts according to the parts list.

 1 ALU-perforated plate 800 x 240mm
 1 ALU-perforated plate 400 x 165mm
 1 angle 60 x 60mm, 50mm wide
 1 tube deflector, 200mm (Article No. 78585 300mm) long with welded on plate
 2 perforated angle 40 x 10mm, 200mm long
 2 perforated angle 160 x 100mm, 40mm wide

foil bag with:
 2 Master Nylon dowel, 12 x 60
 2 Wood screws, DIN 571, 8 x 70
 9 self-locking screws, M6x12
 9 self-locking nuts, M6
 4 self-locking screws, M8x35
 4 self-locking nuts, M8
 1 screw, M12x40
 1 screw, M12x35
 2 self-locking nuts, M12
 3 washers DIN 9021, A13
 4 washers DIN 9021, A8,4
 6 washers DIN 9021, A6,3
 1 wedge washers DIN 434, A14
 4 wedge washers DIN 434, A9
 1 kaution lable pictogram „danger of crushing“ with 2 tapping screws
 1 small label „danger of crushing“

extension parts

1

To the delivery package belong two different guard versions for the cover on or above
the supporting frame.

Finger guard version 1, when the deflection sheave lies completely in the supporting
frame.

pulley lies in
the supporting frame
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Finger guard version 2, when the deflection sheave juts out maximum 10cm above the
supporting frame.

Mounting of finger guard version 1
At first take the ALU-perforated plate 400 x 165mm and bend the 165mm long side
to a 90° angle.

The ALU-sheet has to be bent in this way, that the deflection sheave is covered over the
complete width and the sheet lies at least on the front supporting frame.
The excessive length could also be bent over the supporting frame.

45

355

For a simple handling the supporting frame could be used as
a bending assistance.

Not suitable for overhead pulleys!
In these cases order deflection sheave hoods.

Bend excessive length

2
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Take a perforated angle 40 x 10mm, 200mm long now and drill it with a 8mm drill on the
supporting frame, so that the distance to the carrying rope is max. 4mm.

For very wide deflection sheaves the second angle has to be fit in as an extension.

Now lay the ALU-perforated plate on the angle(s) and connect all parts with the self-
locking screw M8 x 35 on the supporting frame.
It is important that the ALU-sheet lies above the angles.

Advice
In the picture the ropes
are missing because
you should see the
mounting of the
protection adjustment
more clearly.

Advice
In the picture the ropes
are missing because
you should see the
mounting of the
protection adjustment
more clearly.

Advice
In the picture the ropes
are missing because
you should see the
mounting of the
protection adjustment
more clearly.

distance max. 4mm

3
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Screw on the ALU-perforated plate with at least two screws.
If the second perforated angle is add-on as an extension by wide deflection sheaves,
the sheet has to be fixed with at least four screws.

Fixing with four self-locking
screws M6 x 12 and wide
washers.

Now fix the ALU-sheet additionally on the other side of the supporting frame.

Mounting of finger guard version 2
First take the grounded angle 60 x 60mm, 50mm wide and the tube deflector in your
hand, screw the parts together loosely.

Important!
In order that the parts stay connected permanently, there has to be placed a big washer
between screw M12 x 35 and nut M12 on the long-hole of the angle.

screw / washer / angle / tube deflector / self-locking nut

Advice
In the picture the ropes
are missing because
you should see the
mounting of the
protection adjustment
more clearly.

Afterwards screw the
kaution Lable on the
supporting frame with 2
tapping screws. Pay
attention to a free of
grease underground.

Advice
In the picture the ropes
are missing because
you should see the
mounting of the
protection adjustment
more clearly.

4
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First check, which mounting version is suitable for the width of your pulley.

version 2A

200

215

version 2B

195

version 2C

155

version 2D
140

If the width is smaller
than 140mm, the tube
deflector has to be
shortened with an
abrasive cutting-off
machine.

5
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4mm
4mm

Hold the pre-assembled deflector in suitable position, so that
the distance between the carrying ropes and the tube
deflector is max. 4mm and mark the fixing point on the
supporting frame.

Drill a 12mm hole in the supporting frame and
screw the mounting angle on.

screw M12x40
washer

wedge washer

self-locking nut

Mount the tube deflector in
suitable position.
Afterwards stick the warning
notices on. Pay attention to a free
of grease underground.

6

In rare cases, for example, when  the pulley is wider than 200mm or when the supporting
frame has a bigger clearance, wider tube deflectors are needed.
Please order it under: Art. No. 78272 tube deflector 200-300 mm width

Final inspection for version 1 and 2

Check again all screw connections and the protection distance between the ropes and the
deflector (3-4mm).
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  Mounting example on the supporting frame         Mounting example on the floor

Maintenance advice
The stability of the screw connections of the deflection sheave cover and of the finger
entering guard have to be checked once a year and after every safety gear test.
If hard knocks or vibrations on the machine result constantly for example from lift
truck operation in the cabin or other imponderabilities, briefer maintenance intervals
could be necessary.
It is also possible, that vibration frequencies occure, for examle because
of machine unbalance, which unfix the screw connections.
The determination and responsibility for a resonable time maintenance distance is
incumbent on the operator.

Afterwards mount the lower pulley cover on the supporting frame or on the floor.

7

Safety advice
This product should protect persons basically against the accidentally entering of
extremities It is abutted on the EN 294 “Safety distances to prevent danger zones
from being reached by the upper limbs“ 0 introduction:
“Means and measures to achieve safety have to reflect the balance between:

- the benefit of reduced risk;
- the loss of other bebefits needed to achieve this.

This balance should provide an adequate level of safety for
the particular risk.“
A complete protection according to EN 81-1 9.7 (in reference to EN 294,
table 4)  is not given by this construction and it is also possible with the most elevator
machine constructions only at disproportionate expenditure. Becaus of this remaining
risks are marked  by safety advice. The decision which safety measure is adequate
on location makes finally the operator.


